
Icons
They correspond to the 4 main families of biases that Konsistent is looking for to prevent:

Moral integrity🤬  - Pressure at work, denigration or humiliation, insults, threats.

Sexual integrity🤢 - Are categorized here all the remarks with sexual connotation.

Exclusion🤝 - Racism, sexism, discrimination related to orientation sexual and gender
identity, discrimination based on appearance physical, age, religion, disability.

Decorum😳 - Respect for the principle of secularism, prevention of language familiar in
business and prevention of personal issues: origins, sexual orientation, age, family situation…

The list of subjects covered will be enriched and evolve to always be in line with new words and
societal expectations.

Highlighting
Yellow and Red.
Expressions will be highlighted in yellow if we believe there is a high probability that the
statement is questionable or intolerant. They will be highlighted in red if we estimate that this
probability is even greater.

Tones
In addition to analyzing words and phrases, Konsistent can detect emotions that emanate from
a message. We can detect about thirty emotions among which we have anger, nervousness,
fear,disgust etc.

If your administrator has defined that certain message tones are not are not recommended in
the context of business exchanges, you will be notified by the Konsistent app.

Publication time
These are the recommended times for sending and exchanging messages, e-mails etc. If you
send a message outside the ranges recommended times, you will be notified by Konsistent.
This parameter is defined by your company, you don’t have access to change this parameter.



Punctuation
Corresponds to the list of posting rules defined by your company (Writing in capital letters,
succession of exclamation points, absence of a capital letter at the beginning of a sentence,
etc.).

Links
Corresponds to the list of categories of websites which are not recommended by your company.
This may include sites relaying contents of hatred, call for violence or terrorism, contents of
pornographic nature, sites that offer the sale or distribution of drugs, weapons etc.

I do not agree.
The button "I do not agree" allows you to tell us you disagree with Konsistent's analysis. You
can insert a comment to tell us why you disagree and include, if you wish, the content of your
message and the part of all the analysis that you do not consider relevant.

It will be transferred to Konsistent teams for the sole purpose of improving the
quality of our product.

Your feedback is therefore very important, so do not hesitate to contact us.

This whole process is obviously 100% anonymous. Neither Konsistent nor your
company will be able to identify you.

Send a message to your company CSR
This button allows you to contact the person or team directly responsible for the CSR policy
within your company. You can express your incomprehension, ask them to readjust some
application settings or make any other specific request to it that you find useful.

Help improve the product - Report a problem
If you notice any technical problem related to the use of the product, let us know directly via this
button.

We will work to make the necessary corrections so that your experience is always the best
possible.



“Update” function
Konsistent analyzes content in real time as you type. However, the analysis may not update
itself, and in this case, an update may be useful.

No worries, this function will keep your message in its entirety.

“Publish” function
The publish function allows you to directly send the message entered. This button has exactly
the same function as the send button of your mailbox or instant messaging.


